
 

KeyedIn™ Manufacturing webinar shows manufacturers how they 
can increase their revenue in minutes 

Latest in series of webinars showing small to mid-sized manufacturers how an easy-to-use 
Cloud solution can help them improve and drive business	  

April 15, 2013 — KeyedIn™ Solutions, the global SaaS (Software as a Service) solutions 
provider, will be holding a Learn how to increase your revenue with KeyedIn Manufacturing 
30-minute webinar at 1pm CT, Wednesday April 17. 

This is the second in the KeyedIn™ Manufacturing Ideas in Action webinar series that is 
designed to help show small to mid-sized manufacturers how they can speed up their 
estimating process, increase revenue and gain important new insights into their business.  

The Learn how to increase your revenue with KeyedIn Manufacturing webinar will focus on 
how KeyedIn Manufacturing allows manufacturers to streamline their business process with 
easy-to-use custom workflows; view overloaded operations and resources; access standard 
templates for common tasks - from sales to shipping; and automate processes such as 
converting estimates into work orders. 

Those wanting to take part in the webinar should register at 
http://solutions.keyedin.com/mfgscheduling   

KeyedIn ™ Manufacturing is a comprehensive web-based (Cloud) business management 
software solution for custom manufacturers. It combines the power of a proven, robust 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution with tools specifically designed to solve the 
business challenges of custom manufacturers – improving productivity, lowering costs, and 
increasing sales. KeyedIn Manufacturing software provides all the management tools 
custom manufacturers need – from estimating to invoicing, purchasing to production 
management – in a single platform. 

Brigitte Merten, Senior Marketing Manager for KeyedIn Solutions, said: “This short webinar 
is full of rich content highlighting the ways in which KeyedIn Manufacturing helps 
manufacturers to improve productivity, reduce costs and drive sales.”  

“We’re extremely proud of KeyedIn Manufacturing as a solution and look forward to showing 
manufacturers how it can improve the way they do business and ultimately increase 
revenue.” 

This is the second in the KeyedIn Ideas in Action webinar series. The first was Speed up 
your Estimating, which showed how small to mid-sized manufacturers can speed up their 
estimating by 25%. A recording of which can be found here www.keyedin.com/webinars or at 
www.keyedin.com/manufacturing. 
 
 
 
 
About KeyedIn™ Solutions 



KeyedIn™ delivers Cloud-based integrated business software systems that focus on the 
unique needs of specialized vertical markets. KeyedIn offers a true SaaS model that is 
flexible, scalable and affordable, solving complex operational and organizational problems 
and delivering business value quickly. 
 
As an agile, fast-growing company, KeyedIn is focused on delivering powerful results in 
critical areas like project management and custom manufacturing solutions, including 
enterprise resource planning (ERP), project/program portfolio management (PPM), program 
management office (PMO) and professional services automation (PSA). Its solutions are 
offered in several editions to serve the needs of organizations ranging from small businesses 
to large multinational corporations. 
 
KeyedIn clients gain control and visibility over resource capability and deployment, 
streamline their workflow processes, increase operational efficiency and achieve cost 
savings that lead to a significant improvement in the bottom line. 
 
Learn more at www.keyedin.com  
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